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            Patient Testimonials

        

        
                                                
                	
                                                Gary M.

                                                    3 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Big help pointing the way to safer walking, balance and fitness - Thank you!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Big help pointing the way to safer walking, balance and fitness - Thank you!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Joe T.

                                                    4 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “" My orthopedic Doctor told me years ago that knee replacement was a matter of “when”, not if.  I waited too long and ended up having both replaced.  I began rehab at Iron City Physical Therapy at...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “" My orthopedic Doctor told me years ago that knee replacement was a matter of “when”, not if.  I waited too long and ended up having both replaced.  I began rehab at Iron City Physical Therapy at American Cast Iron and Pipe, about a month prior to the first one to build strength and flexibility.  Had the second one 5 months later.  My doctor was very pleased with my recovery, both my strength and flexibility, after both surgeries.  So was I!  The Therapists were very good at pushing me when needed, but also slowing me down when I got too aggressive.  Their work on scar massage was amazing!  I was even able to make the climb to this over the weekend. 
 Iron City Physical Therapy being onsite is a great benefit.  I probably would have not been as faithful if I had had to travel.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Sally H.

                                                    5 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““1. Stress fracture of my foot with boot x 6 weeks…  I was afraid to walk normally, and my calf had weakened also.  Wil gave me confidence to move about properly, telling me I wouldn’t further i...”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““1. Stress fracture of my foot with boot x 6 weeks…  I was afraid to walk normally, and my calf had weakened also.  Wil gave me confidence to move about properly, telling me I wouldn’t further injure my foot.  He showed me how to place my feet properly to avoid future injuries.  
2. I injured my back after a series of coughing spells due to asthma, extremely painful!  Through dry needling with electrical stimulation to knotted muscles, the painful areas relaxed, and massages and learning some appropriate stretching techniques by Wil, healed my back in just a few weeks.  The things he taught me will really help prevent future back muscle pain.  Within one PT treatment, my pain was so much better that I did not need ibuprofen but did use a heating pad as Wil instructed.  I am forever grateful for his help.  He gave me back my quality of life.  The staff was very professional and so knowledgeable and fun to work with.”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Joe T.

                                                    5 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “" My orthopedic Doctor told me years ago that knee replacement was a matter of “when”, not if.  I waited too long and ended up having both replaced.  I began rehab with Matt and Ali at Iron City P...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “" My orthopedic Doctor told me years ago that knee replacement was a matter of “when”, not if.  I waited too long and ended up having both replaced.  I began rehab with Matt and Ali at Iron City Physical Therapy at American Cast Iron and Pipe about a month prior to the first one to build strength and flexibility.  Had the second one 5 months later.  My doctor was very pleased with my recovery, both my strength and flexibility, after both surgeries.  So was I!  Matt and Ali were very good at pushing me when needed, but also slowing me down when I got too aggressive.  Their work on scar massage was amazing!  Iron City Physical Therapy being onsite is a great benefit.  I probably would have not been as faithful if I had had to travel.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Brian R.

                                                    5 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had a hurt back on the job.  I thought my normal life would be on hold for months, but working with Iron City Physical Therapy and the awesome physical therpists.  I was able to get back to my norma...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had a hurt back on the job.  I thought my normal life would be on hold for months, but working with Iron City Physical Therapy and the awesome physical therpists.  I was able to get back to my normal routine in no time.  I recommend anyone that is experiencing pain in their everyday activities to give Iron City Physical Therapy a try.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Allen H.

                                                    7 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I came to Iron City Physcial Therapy for my lower back and hip.  I went from having a lot of pain in the mornings to hardly any at all.  Learning proper technique for my everyday activities helped tre...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I came to Iron City Physcial Therapy for my lower back and hip.  I went from having a lot of pain in the mornings to hardly any at all.  Learning proper technique for my everyday activities helped tremendously.  I am very thankful for the clinicians that helped me.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                N P.

                                                    7 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “"I had a cyst removed from the bottom of my foot last year.  In March, I was having pain and swelling around my surgery scar.  I was referred to Iron City Physical Therapy by my Podiatrist.  Wil was m...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “"I had a cyst removed from the bottom of my foot last year.  In March, I was having pain and swelling around my surgery scar.  I was referred to Iron City Physical Therapy by my Podiatrist.  Wil was my therapist; he has been incredible!  He has been patient with me and very attentive to my foot needs.  I am so thrilled to graduate and feel better.  My foot is better than ever.  I would recommend Wil at Iron City Physical Therapy for any PT needs.  
Thanks, for being awesome, Wil! "“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                T H.

                                                    7 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I first arrived at Iron City with limited mobility and great pain in my legs, particularly my right leg.  Having already seen numerous doctors with no diagnosis or results, I was honestly pretty skept...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I first arrived at Iron City with limited mobility and great pain in my legs, particularly my right leg.  Having already seen numerous doctors with no diagnosis or results, I was honestly pretty skeptical that physical therapy would help. After my first session and thorough evaluation with Wil, my hope was restored.  He listened carefully as I answered his questions and watched attentively as I demonstrated what my leg (would and wouldn’t!) do.  The exercises and encouragement Wil offered literally improved my quality of life from day one.  Now, my mobility is restored and I am even stronger than before.  Iron City Physical Therapy and Wil Simpson have been a true God Send!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Kathryn L.

                                                    9 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I was referred to Wil by a friend after breaking my ankle and I am so thankful for the care I've received from him and everyone at Iron City Physical Therapy. Will is well-versed, always coming up wit...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I was referred to Wil by a friend after breaking my ankle and I am so thankful for the care I've received from him and everyone at Iron City Physical Therapy. Will is well-versed, always coming up with new ways to challenge me. He is patient, affable, and continually assure me I'd me meet my goals - which I did!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Kellie W.

                                                    9 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Oh Wow!! What a great group!
When I first started after my back fusion, I was usure if I was going to get better!!  I couldn’t turn over in bed, my pain was through the roof and SQUATS were impossi...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Oh Wow!! What a great group!
When I first started after my back fusion, I was usure if I was going to get better!!  I couldn’t turn over in bed, my pain was through the roof and SQUATS were impossible. This group of therapists never gave up on me.  Slow and steady my strength returned, my endurance increased and I can do SQUATS!! I have learned several “tricks” to help me as an RN and several that allow me to complete the dreaded house chores.  I want to tell each and every one of you “Thank you”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Angela M.

                                                    9 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““I was suffering from severe Achilles bursitis and tendinosis.  I was struggling to be on my feet for long periods of time.  Will worked out the stiffness in my calves and returned my Achilles tendo...”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““I was suffering from severe Achilles bursitis and tendinosis.  I was struggling to be on my feet for long periods of time.  Will worked out the stiffness in my calves and returned my Achilles tendon to working function and now I feel great!  He gave me exercises to continue at home to maintain my recovery.  Can’t wait to be active again.  Thank you, Wil and Iron City Physical Therapy!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                John D.

                                                    9 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““My experience with Iron City Physical Therapy has been so rewarding.  I could not sit, sleep, work or even drive without pain.  The therapists with Iron City physical therapy are so informative and...”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““My experience with Iron City Physical Therapy has been so rewarding.  I could not sit, sleep, work or even drive without pain.  The therapists with Iron City physical therapy are so informative and thorough in their treatment plans.  Deep tissue massage, cupping, dry needling, hot/cold as well is electrical stimulation.  Today I am happy to say that I can go through my therapy routine and have no pain during or after the process.  I highly recommend them to my friends and family.  
Thank you, Iron City!”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Amanda D.

                                                    9 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““I came to Iron City Physical Therapy with sore feet from arthritis and plantar fasciitis along with ankle pain and balance issues.  He gave me a great variety of good exercises, including balance e...”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““I came to Iron City Physical Therapy with sore feet from arthritis and plantar fasciitis along with ankle pain and balance issues.  He gave me a great variety of good exercises, including balance exercises and instructed me on how to do these effectively.  He also gave me a regime of good stretches for my calves and feet.  
When I graduated, he gave me a home program with routine exercises that will help me avoid these issues in the future.  I am excited to get back to swimming, rowing, and treadmill activities.”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Marion B.

                                                    10 months ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““I started treatment with Will at Iron City Physical Therapy because I had pain in my back that I couldn’t get rid of.  He assessed I had inflammation in my sacroiliac joint.  He started me out wi...”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““I started treatment with Will at Iron City Physical Therapy because I had pain in my back that I couldn’t get rid of.  He assessed I had inflammation in my sacroiliac joint.  He started me out with exercises to start strengthening my muscles in my torso and legs to do at home and the clinic.  Wil was so knowledgeable about the right things to do to get improvement and healing.  Wil was such a patient and encouraging help to get me through the tough times.  I so much appreciate the hard work he did to help me recover! 
I highly recommend him!”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Sam M.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““I came in after a bad foot injury.  I broke three metatarsal bones and had a Lisfranc dislocation.  My doctor had cleared me to walk and maybe even run if I felt like it, but I couldn’t walk with...”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““I came in after a bad foot injury.  I broke three metatarsal bones and had a Lisfranc dislocation.  My doctor had cleared me to walk and maybe even run if I felt like it, but I couldn’t walk without pain.  I could hardly bend my toes.  Luckily, I came to Iron City Physical therapy where CJ and Donna helped me work through these issues.  They listened to my problems, assessed me and explained what was going on in a way that I could understand.  They provided dedicated treatment until I was back to normal.  With their guidance, I now have the confidence and ability to resume my normal activities.  In the words of Forrest Gump, I just feel like running.”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Valerie B.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “After knee surgery, I had no hope of a successful recovery because just doing the basic things were hard.  I had problems walking, sitting, kneeling, showering and running.  After working with the cli...”
                                                                
                                
                                    “After knee surgery, I had no hope of a successful recovery because just doing the basic things were hard.  I had problems walking, sitting, kneeling, showering and running.  After working with the clinicians, I am a new and improved person!  My recovery time and healing process was on time thanks to Iron City Physical Therapy.  I would like to personally thank you all for helping me through the tough process.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Foster C.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I have avoided surgery and recovered nicely from surgery at Iron City. It is a great , user friendly place to go. It’s small and it makes every patient feel special and welcome. At the same time the therapists are excellent. CJ Underwood I saw after my hip replacement is absolutely the best!!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I have avoided surgery and recovered nicely from surgery at Iron City. It is a great , user friendly place to go. It’s small and it makes every patient feel special and welcome. At the same time the therapists are excellent. CJ Underwood I saw after my hip replacement is absolutely the best!!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Robert C.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “My physical therapy experience was very good, they staff was very nice.  I would not hesitate to Iron City Physical Therapy if I needed to at a later date.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “My physical therapy experience was very good, they staff was very nice.  I would not hesitate to Iron City Physical Therapy if I needed to at a later date.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Eric K.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “CJ and his team worked miracles for me. I could barely breathe without major pain in my back. After ONE session at Iron City PT, I felt about 60% better. CJ had me playing golf in less than a week. I would highly recommend using Iron City PT!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “CJ and his team worked miracles for me. I could barely breathe without major pain in my back. After ONE session at Iron City PT, I felt about 60% better. CJ had me playing golf in less than a week. I would highly recommend using Iron City PT!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Jeffrey B.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I strained by knee doing work at home.  I had pain with stairs and steps and it felt very unstable.  I had difficulty with kneeling and stooping.  I happy to say that I have regained my mobility and strength.  Thank you for all your help!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I strained by knee doing work at home.  I had pain with stairs and steps and it felt very unstable.  I had difficulty with kneeling and stooping.  I happy to say that I have regained my mobility and strength.  Thank you for all your help!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Diane C.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““This is my third round of experiences with Iron City Physical therapy – shoulder, knee and now other shoulder.  I feel like I am back home among friends.  My program of therapy and home exercises enabled my body to regain its former self.  Marveled at each therapist’s knowledge and ability to help my pain.  This will always be my PT of choice.””
                                                                
                                
                                    ““This is my third round of experiences with Iron City Physical therapy – shoulder, knee and now other shoulder.  I feel like I am back home among friends.  My program of therapy and home exercises enabled my body to regain its former self.  Marveled at each therapist’s knowledge and ability to help my pain.  This will always be my PT of choice.”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Amy T.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““I had a total knee replacement in April and was very pleased with my therapy at Iron City Physical Therapy.  the therapists worked with my pain and my muscles which were very tight.  They worked with me to find the best treatment and exercises as I progressed.  The atmosphere was very relaxed and I had fun! My next knee replacement will be in October for my other knee and I won’t be going any”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““I had a total knee replacement in April and was very pleased with my therapy at Iron City Physical Therapy.  the therapists worked with my pain and my muscles which were very tight.  They worked with me to find the best treatment and exercises as I progressed.  The atmosphere was very relaxed and I had fun! My next knee replacement will be in October for my other knee and I won’t be going anywhere else.  A huge thank you  to the whole staff!  I will see you soon.”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Darrel M.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““I would like to personally thank Iron City Physical Therapy for all their help over the past several weeks.  When I started with them, I was experiencing middle back and sciatica pain to the point of back to back epidurals with no relief.  With the help of my therapists and specifically dry needling treatments, I am back to a virtually pain free lifestyle.  Physical therapy gave me more relief ”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““I would like to personally thank Iron City Physical Therapy for all their help over the past several weeks.  When I started with them, I was experiencing middle back and sciatica pain to the point of back to back epidurals with no relief.  With the help of my therapists and specifically dry needling treatments, I am back to a virtually pain free lifestyle.  Physical therapy gave me more relief than the multiple medication and epidural treatments ever did.  If you feel as though pain meds and medical procedures are your only hope for pain relief, please give Iron City Physical Therapy a try before you do.  It really changed my mind and body about a PT alternative.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Jana A.

                                                    1 year ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I was looking at jaw surgery for my TMJ issues.  After a few weeks of physical therapy, I am eating normal food and I am pain free.  They have a professional, clean, and kind atmosphere and .I would highly recommend Iron City Physical Therapy for anyone with TMJ issues.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I was looking at jaw surgery for my TMJ issues.  After a few weeks of physical therapy, I am eating normal food and I am pain free.  They have a professional, clean, and kind atmosphere and .I would highly recommend Iron City Physical Therapy for anyone with TMJ issues.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Vickie B.

                                                    2 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I feel like I understand what causes my pain which helps with avoidance.  But I now know what I can do to help release the burning in my knee and also to loosen up my hips.  I feel a lot better!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I feel like I understand what causes my pain which helps with avoidance.  But I now know what I can do to help release the burning in my knee and also to loosen up my hips.  I feel a lot better!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Jackie P.

                                                    2 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““My experience at Iron City Physical Therapy is positive.  This wasn’t the first time using them, and as always they listen to my concern about my lower back.  After a few visits my back was feeling better.  Thank you!”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““My experience at Iron City Physical Therapy is positive.  This wasn’t the first time using them, and as always they listen to my concern about my lower back.  After a few visits my back was feeling better.  Thank you!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Laura B.

                                                    2 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Word to the wise, tennis elbow does not thrive on neglect. After an especially brutal singles tennis match in September 2021, which I lost, to someone 30+ years my senior, what had been a nagging tennis elbow issue, was now a full-blown crisis. I couldn’t lift a coffee cup without wincing, it hurt to do everything, and any sort of gripping motion was almost unbearable. I stopped playing tennis f”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Word to the wise, tennis elbow does not thrive on neglect. After an especially brutal singles tennis match in September 2021, which I lost, to someone 30+ years my senior, what had been a nagging tennis elbow issue, was now a full-blown crisis. I couldn’t lift a coffee cup without wincing, it hurt to do everything, and any sort of gripping motion was almost unbearable. I stopped playing tennis for almost three months, hoping the issue would correct itself, but if anything it became completely stagnant. The turning point was when I went to shake someone’s hand and audibly winced. It was clearly past time to have it seen to by a medical professional. I went to a Sports Medicine DO, and they confirmed what I already knew, that I had severe tennis elbow. They gave me a pain ointment, and a charcoal compression sleeve and sent me to Iron City PT, at my request due to its proximity to my office and easy access in Office Park. My therapists all quickly confirmed that because of a lack of any productive use (or therapy) with the injury, the blood flow had been affected and it was bypassing the injury, so to speak, stopping any hope of healing on its own. Through a combination of different kinds of therapy, including deep massage, dry needling, topical therapies, icing, etc., CJ, who became my primary therapist, and God-sent, continued to refine the best treatment for me until we found the sweet spot. About 8 weeks into therapy, I played my first doubles match again (and won!), using the compression sleeve while playing. Now, more than 12 weeks out, I’m back to playing tennis every weekend and feel great. In no way was my injury ever going to heal itself. I’m grateful now for the worst of the pain that I was dealing with, and it finally compelling me to act to get this ailment addressed. I can’t recommend the Iron City PT team enough – in every way, they were on my personal, highly-customized journey to health, step by step and week by week. They’re my PT practice for life, hands down. A million thanks.   
Be well,
Laura“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Donald B.

                                                    2 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    ““A special thanks goes to the PTs at Iron City Physical Therapy.  The professionalism that they exhibited not only to me, but to others was demonstrated at every therapy session.  A person could easily see they cared about the welfare of each individual they were treating.  They explained each exercise as they themselves performed the exercise for a better understanding.  

Through combined effo”
                                                                
                                
                                    ““A special thanks goes to the PTs at Iron City Physical Therapy.  The professionalism that they exhibited not only to me, but to others was demonstrated at every therapy session.  A person could easily see they cared about the welfare of each individual they were treating.  They explained each exercise as they themselves performed the exercise for a better understanding.  
Through combined efforts of all the therapists, the stretching, the variety of strengthening exercises and the different types of hands-on therapy have enabled me to get back to normal.  This has also sparked and reenergized me to start exercising again.  Now, I’ve been able to set up obtainable goals and surpassed them!  This would not have been possible without the continued support and help from all the therapist’s hard work and encouragement.”“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Stacy M.

                                                    2 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had ankle surgery and could not put any weight on my ankle for 6 weeks.  Once I was released by the doctor to put weight on my ankle it was like learning to walk again.  There was a lot of pain and I had limited range of motion in my ankle.  Normal daily activities such as driving and climbing stairs were difficult.  Iron City Physical Therapy was such a blessing to me.  The Physical Therapists ”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had ankle surgery and could not put any weight on my ankle for 6 weeks.  Once I was released by the doctor to put weight on my ankle it was like learning to walk again.  There was a lot of pain and I had limited range of motion in my ankle.  Normal daily activities such as driving and climbing stairs were difficult.  Iron City Physical Therapy was such a blessing to me.  The Physical Therapists were all so compassionate and really listened to my concerns.  They also helped to educate me about my physical therapy goals and how these goals were important for the future health of my ankle.  They encouraged me to keep going when I was in pain and celebrated with me as I met each goal.  I am also thankful that Iron City Physical Therapy is onsite at my work place.  This minimized time away from my job which enabled me to consistently keep my therapy appointment and stay on track for the quickest recovery.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Audrey D.

                                                    2 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I came in with a strained hamstring and the therapist helped me so much.  I could not have reached a point of full healing without their expertise and genuine care.  They were present with me the duration of my appointment which was so important to me and I am so glad I had such a wonderful PT.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I came in with a strained hamstring and the therapist helped me so much.  I could not have reached a point of full healing without their expertise and genuine care.  They were present with me the duration of my appointment which was so important to me and I am so glad I had such a wonderful PT.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Lyndra D.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “My time here has been well spent. The exercises and therapy have made me stronger and better able to get around. The therapist has constantly made me aware of what I need to continue to work on.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “My time here has been well spent. The exercises and therapy have made me stronger and better able to get around. The therapist has constantly made me aware of what I need to continue to work on.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Jim B.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had hip pain restricting my activities. Rebecca set up exercises along with her treatments. I am much better and very pleased with my experience! I highly recommend Rebecca and Iron City Physical Therapy.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had hip pain restricting my activities. Rebecca set up exercises along with her treatments. I am much better and very pleased with my experience! I highly recommend Rebecca and Iron City Physical Therapy.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Mike H.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had pain in my hip, back and knee.  I could not play golf and it was beginning to affect everyday activities including up and down steps.  After physical therapy, I am back to normal activities including golf.  I was pleased with the facility, the knowledge of the therapist, the attitude of the staff and the results.  I would recommend to anyone.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had pain in my hip, back and knee.  I could not play golf and it was beginning to affect everyday activities including up and down steps.  After physical therapy, I am back to normal activities including golf.  I was pleased with the facility, the knowledge of the therapist, the attitude of the staff and the results.  I would recommend to anyone.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Allison D.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Before coming to physical therapy, any pressure or movement on my wrist would cause pain.  After meeting the therapist and treatment, I can finally say I am free of pain.  The therapist did a wonderful job and they make coming to PT so much fun!  I can't thank them enough.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Before coming to physical therapy, any pressure or movement on my wrist would cause pain.  After meeting the therapist and treatment, I can finally say I am free of pain.  The therapist did a wonderful job and they make coming to PT so much fun!  I can't thank them enough.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Casey V.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Today is Bitter/Sweet.  I knew I needed to go through pain, but I was easily discouraged.  The therapists continually encouraged me and this was BIG!  Thankfully their experience kept me pushing my limits without going past (Tears).  I am grateful.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Today is Bitter/Sweet.  I knew I needed to go through pain, but I was easily discouraged.  The therapists continually encouraged me and this was BIG!  Thankfully their experience kept me pushing my limits without going past (Tears).  I am grateful.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                J R.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “After having back surgery in January of 2019, I was still experiencing shooting pain that would radiate down my leg. Additionally, I have a form of muscular dystrophy that affects my shoulders and neck which causes some pain and limits my mobility. I reached out to Iron City to evaluate and assist with me back, neck and shoulders. The pain in my back/legs has significantly reduced. I no longer hav”
                                                                
                                
                                    “After having back surgery in January of 2019, I was still experiencing shooting pain that would radiate down my leg. Additionally, I have a form of muscular dystrophy that affects my shoulders and neck which causes some pain and limits my mobility. I reached out to Iron City to evaluate and assist with me back, neck and shoulders. The pain in my back/legs has significantly reduced. I no longer have pain in my neck and I now have increased mobility and flexibility in both my neck and shoulders.
All of the staff are very professional and personable. I’ve had numerous experiences with other physical therapists in the past, but none seemed to care as much about my concerns and issues as much as Iron City. If I’m ever in need of physical therapy in the future I wouldn’t think twice before calling them for their services. I highly recommend Iron City for all of your therapy needs!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Katie M.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I’ve had trochanteric bursitis for a couple of years now and the exercise program my therapist gave me has really strengthened my body. I do not have the bursitis pain anymore! I had a good bit at the beginning of the summer when I started PT. 

My therapist was sweet and knowledgeable and I enjoyed having her as my therapist. She’s the best!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I’ve had trochanteric bursitis for a couple of years now and the exercise program my therapist gave me has really strengthened my body. I do not have the bursitis pain anymore! I had a good bit at the beginning of the summer when I started PT. 
My therapist was sweet and knowledgeable and I enjoyed having her as my therapist. She’s the best!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Jackie P.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Before having physical therapy at Iron City, there were two problems they placed a cloud over my day- One, I could not raise my right arm above my shoulder & two my left hip and knee had a nagging pain and limited flexibility. Lifting weights was painful task! Just to raise my right arm above my shoulder was also a great task. Limited flexibility to my left leg made it difficult to put on socks an”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Before having physical therapy at Iron City, there were two problems they placed a cloud over my day- One, I could not raise my right arm above my shoulder & two my left hip and knee had a nagging pain and limited flexibility. Lifting weights was painful task! Just to raise my right arm above my shoulder was also a great task. Limited flexibility to my left leg made it difficult to put on socks and shoes. After weeks of going through therapy with professional help and guidance, words really cannot tell how their service has made a difference. All I can say is thank you! I would sincerely recommend you to everyone. Once again, thank you to you guys at Iron City Physical Therapy for all your help!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Gearld B.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “My knee problems surfaced about 7 years ago. I had injured my knee playing soccer 27 years ago. I had put on weight over the years and arthritis also set in. My orthopedic doctor put me on some medication which helped however, it got worse! It was very difficult for me to walk and I could only walk small distances before I had to sit down to rest. Hiking was now out of the question! After I lost w”
                                                                
                                
                                    “My knee problems surfaced about 7 years ago. I had injured my knee playing soccer 27 years ago. I had put on weight over the years and arthritis also set in. My orthopedic doctor put me on some medication which helped however, it got worse! It was very difficult for me to walk and I could only walk small distances before I had to sit down to rest. Hiking was now out of the question! After I lost weight by having a gastrectomy, I visited my orthopedic surgeon who evaluated my knee and could see on the x-rays that the only solution was total knee replacement. It’s now been 8 weeks since surgery and am thrilled with my recovery. I no longer have the snap, crackle and pop in my knee when I first get out of the bed. I can now walk without pain and don’t have to plan things that won’t cause pain. The staff was great. Very patient and set excellent expectations as we went through the therapy process. I will be back after my left knee is replaced in the Fall. Thanks to Iron City Physical Therapy staff!!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                M M.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Before PT, I had trouble with my right hip. I have run two full marathons and eight half

marathons and never had a problem. With the help of PT, I'm back to running long distance pain

free. Thanks to Iron City Therapy. Job well done!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Before PT, I had trouble with my right hip. I have run two full marathons and eight half
marathons and never had a problem. With the help of PT, I'm back to running long distance pain
free. Thanks to Iron City Therapy. Job well done!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Debra G.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Before I came, I was in a lot of pain and by the end of my sessions I was 100% better. Everyone was so helpful with everything that I needed to help me get better. I can’t say enough about how wonderful my experience was here at Iron City. I appreciate when I asked a question, I got an answer. Highly recommended!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Before I came, I was in a lot of pain and by the end of my sessions I was 100% better. Everyone was so helpful with everything that I needed to help me get better. I can’t say enough about how wonderful my experience was here at Iron City. I appreciate when I asked a question, I got an answer. Highly recommended!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Erin S.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Couldn’t be happier with how PT worked out! I looked forward to coming every day because I could physically feel that I was getting stronger every day. My therapist has been a joy to work with and has pushed me to getting back to normal. I could hardly move my ankle back when I came and now I feel I am pretty much back to doing anything with little pain. I can feel my ankle getting stronger each”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Couldn’t be happier with how PT worked out! I looked forward to coming every day because I could physically feel that I was getting stronger every day. My therapist has been a joy to work with and has pushed me to getting back to normal. I could hardly move my ankle back when I came and now I feel I am pretty much back to doing anything with little pain. I can feel my ankle getting stronger each time.  Can’t thank you enough for your patience and guidance.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Randall M.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I am very pleased with my therapy and recovery from my foot injury. I feel like my ankle is stronger and my flexibility is better. My therapist was very knowledgeable and answered all my questions. She is the BEST!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I am very pleased with my therapy and recovery from my foot injury. I feel like my ankle is stronger and my flexibility is better. My therapist was very knowledgeable and answered all my questions. She is the BEST!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Crystal S.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “It’s hard to believe that on December 12, 2018, I woke up and couldn’t lift my left arm.   Active and going to Pilates at least four times a week and then suddenly I was dealing with constant, excruciating pain and was unable to fix my hair, put on my makeup or even lift a fork with my left and prominent hand.  How sudden and debilitating it was is still unfathomable.  This “before” is par”
                                                                
                                
                                    “It’s hard to believe that on December 12, 2018, I woke up and couldn’t lift my left arm.   Active and going to Pilates at least four times a week and then suddenly I was dealing with constant, excruciating pain and was unable to fix my hair, put on my makeup or even lift a fork with my left and prominent hand.  How sudden and debilitating it was is still unfathomable.  This “before” is part of my PT story because you never know quite how far you’ve come until you look at where you started.  
I started PT about a month after surgery toward the end of January 2019.  Although the pain was gone, the strength I once had in my left arm had not returned and my mobility remained limited.  I hurt physically and emotionally.  The progress with my therapist was slow but steady, and she continue to encourage and challenge me.  The therapist also convinced me after about two weeks to let her massage my neck and shoulder to help relax those muscles and relieve some of the tension I was having.  It provided instant relief, almost immediately increasing my mobility and turned out to be my favorite part of PT.  (As a side note, it should be given until PT is completed. Ha-ha.)
One of my biggest struggles was placing an item “on the shelf” as we liked to say, the therapists found new exercises to really focus on improving my strength in that area.  And again, slowly but surely it has.  What I appreciated the most was that my therapists listened and adjusted my physical therapy to help me get where I wanted to be – back at Pilates and living life.  I can use the ball to do a plank or downward dog, and I feel strong.  Yes, at six months out, I still have good and bad days and hurt some days more than others.  But, I can brush and wash my hair.  I can put a can on a shelf.  I can hold a plank, and there’s something to be said for that.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Lee J.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Thank you all for all your help! I could barely walk when I first started at Iron City Physical Therapy. I am so much better! Everyone has been so kind and helpful. I plan to continue the exercises at home! I greatly appreciate the staff!  So sweet!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Thank you all for all your help! I could barely walk when I first started at Iron City Physical Therapy. I am so much better! Everyone has been so kind and helpful. I plan to continue the exercises at home! I greatly appreciate the staff!  So sweet!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                T S.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had a great experience with you guys here at Iron City. I initially came in because I was having trouble with my legs cramping and I hardly had any kind of strength in my legs and lower back. I was definitely able to strengthen my muscles and I feel so much better.  The therapist was awesome! Thanks for all you did- Iron City!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had a great experience with you guys here at Iron City. I initially came in because I was having trouble with my legs cramping and I hardly had any kind of strength in my legs and lower back. I was definitely able to strengthen my muscles and I feel so much better.  The therapist was awesome! Thanks for all you did- Iron City!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                J S.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I came in with shoulder pain and therapy has helped me gain a lot of my range of motion back in my shoulder.  Had trouble reaching behind my back with my right arm and also throwing a ball. Both of these things are definitely improving with therapy and the exercises. Big thanks to Iron City for all you do! You guys rock!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I came in with shoulder pain and therapy has helped me gain a lot of my range of motion back in my shoulder.  Had trouble reaching behind my back with my right arm and also throwing a ball. Both of these things are definitely improving with therapy and the exercises. Big thanks to Iron City for all you do! You guys rock!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Zack M.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “After 2 weeks of physical therapy, i was able to look straight up!  I was able to witness the SPACE X satellite come over.  Had this been 2 weeks ago, I would have missed this event.  Thank you Iron City Physical Therapy.”
                                                                
                                
                                    “After 2 weeks of physical therapy, i was able to look straight up!  I was able to witness the SPACE X satellite come over.  Had this been 2 weeks ago, I would have missed this event.  Thank you Iron City Physical Therapy.“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Laurabeth S.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Iron City has the most professional, well-trained, COMPASSIONATE Physical Therapists I've been blessed to be treated by. They know how to diagnose and coordinate just the right plan of treatment individualized just for me. I don't feel like a number, but a very valued client. They are so personal and really care! HIGHLY recommend!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Iron City has the most professional, well-trained, COMPASSIONATE Physical Therapists I've been blessed to be treated by. They know how to diagnose and coordinate just the right plan of treatment individualized just for me. I don't feel like a number, but a very valued client. They are so personal and really care! HIGHLY recommend!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                G C.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I came to physical therapy with pain in both legs initially. Every step was painful, but Therapists worked on my IT bands. Both were very tight with knots! Most of the knots were resolved and I have progressed along the way. I am back to doing my normal activities without the pain. I feel 100% better now! I cannot thank you girls enough for getting me back to normal (at least MY normal 🙂 )”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I came to physical therapy with pain in both legs initially. Every step was painful, but Therapists worked on my IT bands. Both were very tight with knots! Most of the knots were resolved and I have progressed along the way. I am back to doing my normal activities without the pain. I feel 100% better now! I cannot thank you girls enough for getting me back to normal (at least MY normal 🙂 )“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Diane C.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “In the beginning, I was unable to go upstairs except one foot at a time but now I can do 2 flights the normal way-every other foot!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “In the beginning, I was unable to go upstairs except one foot at a time but now I can do 2 flights the normal way-every other foot!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Charles M.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “When I came into physical therapy, I could not throw overhand at all. I had thrown my arm out and strained my deltoid muscle. It was extremely painful to throw a baseball at all. The therapists began working with me to strengthen my arm. After working with the Iron City team, my arm is like NEW now. I can get out and throw a ball with my boys again. I couldn’t be more thankful. Iron City rocks!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “When I came into physical therapy, I could not throw overhand at all. I had thrown my arm out and strained my deltoid muscle. It was extremely painful to throw a baseball at all. The therapists began working with me to strengthen my arm. After working with the Iron City team, my arm is like NEW now. I can get out and throw a ball with my boys again. I couldn’t be more thankful. Iron City rocks!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Randall M.

                                                    4 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had injured my left lower leg and there was a lot of bruising and weakness. I began to feel better with each visit. The exercises were gradually increased and I noticed much better strength and mobility. I am very pleased with my progress. I believe my leg is better than it was before the injury. I have enjoyed coming to therapy and I appreciate the work the therapist has done helping me with my”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had injured my left lower leg and there was a lot of bruising and weakness. I began to feel better with each visit. The exercises were gradually increased and I noticed much better strength and mobility. I am very pleased with my progress. I believe my leg is better than it was before the injury. I have enjoyed coming to therapy and I appreciate the work the therapist has done helping me with my recovery!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                David A.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had difficulty getting out of chairs and especially in and out of a car. 

Walking was not easy. Since physical therapy, I am able to perform all these things now with minimal to no difficulty.  The exercises have strengthened my knee and the pain around my knee is gone. 

The staff is an excellent team to work with, very professional and knowledgeable.  

I would not hesitate to return if”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had difficulty getting out of chairs and especially in and out of a car. 
Walking was not easy. Since physical therapy, I am able to perform all these things now with minimal to no difficulty.  The exercises have strengthened my knee and the pain around my knee is gone. 
The staff is an excellent team to work with, very professional and knowledgeable.  
I would not hesitate to return if I needed to.  I give them 5 stars*****. “
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Norman H.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Well worthwhile; Pain, stiffness, and range of motion have improved. Will continue to use traction, electrical stimulation, and exercises at home. Thank you, Iron City!



                                                                                                 ”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Well worthwhile; Pain, stiffness, and range of motion have improved. Will continue to use traction, electrical stimulation, and exercises at home. Thank you, Iron City!

                                                                                                 “
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Bruce S.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Iron City Physical therapy tended to my problems with great attention throughout the entire process. Physical therapy suggested exercise program personalized to me and offered to follow-up by telephone.  I would recommend Iron City to my friends and family soon! 



                                                                                      �”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Iron City Physical therapy tended to my problems with great attention throughout the entire process. Physical therapy suggested exercise program personalized to me and offered to follow-up by telephone.  I would recommend Iron City to my friends and family soon! 

                                                                                                               “
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Frank B.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I came to therapy with extreme pain in my right shoulder and arm. I could barely lift or reach. Never been to physical therapy before so I was a little apprehensive. I was made to feel at home on my first visit.  The therapist I worked with was very thorough and helpful with the exercises. As I leave today, I have very good flexibility and range of motion with virtually no pain. Thank you for help”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I came to therapy with extreme pain in my right shoulder and arm. I could barely lift or reach. Never been to physical therapy before so I was a little apprehensive. I was made to feel at home on my first visit.  The therapist I worked with was very thorough and helpful with the exercises. As I leave today, I have very good flexibility and range of motion with virtually no pain. Thank you for helping me get back to a more normal life!

                                                                                                               “
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Jimmy B.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I just wanted to thank you for your care as I recovered from my mountain bike accident and subsequent shoulder surgeries.  I never thought that I would be back to playing golf a year later after seeing the x-ray of my traumatic shoulder injury.  It has been a long road, but I could not have done it without you.  Thank you for the individual treatment plan you provided.  You were constantly see”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I just wanted to thank you for your care as I recovered from my mountain bike accident and subsequent shoulder surgeries.  I never thought that I would be back to playing golf a year later after seeing the x-ray of my traumatic shoulder injury.  It has been a long road, but I could not have done it without you.  Thank you for the individual treatment plan you provided.  You were constantly seeking new ways to increase my shoulder range of motion and strength while decreasing my pain.  I know it was a combination of manual therapy, exercise, ASTYM, modalities, and your new cold laser therapy that played a big role in my recovery.  “
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Edith A.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “I had pain in my ankle and foot from a field hockey injury before coming here. It is so nice to be back to walking properly after my ankle sprain and foot fracture! Major thanks to Iron City PT for helping me!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “I had pain in my ankle and foot from a field hockey injury before coming here. It is so nice to be back to walking properly after my ankle sprain and foot fracture! Major thanks to Iron City PT for helping me!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Donna S.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “Before coming to PT, I could hardly walk because of tendonitis in my heel. I couldn’t see well enough to look for traffic coming from either side due to stiffness and arthritis in my neck! Now, I am walking pain-free and able to turn my head to see on-coming traffic when I am driving. I have incorporated exercises into my daily routine to keep my body in motion. My quality of life is greatly imp”
                                                                
                                
                                    “Before coming to PT, I could hardly walk because of tendonitis in my heel. I couldn’t see well enough to look for traffic coming from either side due to stiffness and arthritis in my neck! Now, I am walking pain-free and able to turn my head to see on-coming traffic when I am driving. I have incorporated exercises into my daily routine to keep my body in motion. My quality of life is greatly improved-as well as my family and I safety. Thanks so much to Iron City PT!!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Kevin D.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “The therapy I received has been a big help and it has helped me gain back the strength I need to complete my job tasks/duties on a daily basis. Thank You Iron City!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “The therapy I received has been a big help and it has helped me gain back the strength I need to complete my job tasks/duties on a daily basis. Thank You Iron City!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Meredith K.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “All the staff are awesome!! Before therapy here I was in pain mostly every day of the week in my lower back and tailbone areas. I would have trouble sitting at all and I can tolerate sitting SO MUCH better. I couldn’t have done it without all the awesome care I got from everyone here at Iron City PT. You guys rock!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “All the staff are awesome!! Before therapy here I was in pain mostly every day of the week in my lower back and tailbone areas. I would have trouble sitting at all and I can tolerate sitting SO MUCH better. I couldn’t have done it without all the awesome care I got from everyone here at Iron City PT. You guys rock!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    
	
                                                Heather B.

                                                    5 years ago

                        
                        
                                                            
                                                                    “After only a few weeks my pain & swelling have diminished! My ankle is stronger and I’m back to kickboxing. You rock!”
                                                                
                                
                                    “After only a few weeks my pain & swelling have diminished! My ankle is stronger and I’m back to kickboxing. You rock!“
                                
                                                    


                        

                    


            

        

    












Our goal is to educate, empower, and encourage our patients to become 

stronger every day.  

We do this through: 

Giving personalized, one-on-one care. 

Evaluating each patient thoroughly and listening to their goals and needs.  

Designing individual treatment plans for: 

Back and Neck Pain                    Sciatica

Balance or Gait Issues                Stenosis

Joint Pain                                       Headaches

Plantar Fascitis                             TMJ

Work Related Injuries                 Knee Pain

Shoulder Pain Issues                   Sports Injuries

Neuromuscular Disorders          Foot and Ankle Issues

Post Operative Rehabilatation

Using effective, evidence-based treatment methods- including manual therapy and dry needling - to help patients get back to daily life activities.  

Teaching patient to manage pain conservatively at home with exercises and stretches.  



When you have trouble performing everyday activities as a result of an injury or pain, tell your physician or case manager you want to be treated at Iron City Physical Therapy. We provide a comprehensive approach by licensed professionals. 
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